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Doubtless there is widespread concern about the present state of education for the 

profession (witness the forum held in 2006 in San Antonio, the present forum, and the 

number of recently published articles on the topic).  One of the issues that must be 

addressed is: what profession?  Almost all of the colleges, schools, and departments that 

house master’s programs accredited by the American Library Association (ALA) have 

the word “information” in their names; some include the word “library.”  Do these 

nominal patterns define the profession?  The answer is: not well, if at all.  The event that 

prompts the creation of the present paper attention is on librarianship, but the totality of 

the educational environment (that is, the breadth of offerings by schools that house 

programs on librarianship and the expansiveness of their parent institutions ) affects the 

profession.  For example, one matter that is spoken of with some frequency is the 

education that focuses on information.  Courses, even programs, treat information as 

thing, as process, as economic force, as technologically mediated organizational asset, 

and in a number of other ways.  The legitimacy of these approaches to the study of 

information is not at all in question here.  Much of the research and teaching about 

information has direct application to the profession of librarianship, as well as being able 
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to stand alone.  A deeper and broader understanding of how people seek, retrieve, and use 

texts, images, and sounds is a definite boon to librarianship.  Knowledge and skills 

relating to technologies, including the design of systems and their interfaces, are also 

important to the profession.   

Schools that choose to offer degrees in areas other than librarianship may 

naturally aim resources towards those programs; these are decisions that are internal to 

the schools.  The decisions may also be influenced strongly by institutional dynamics; the 

workings of some university campuses may compel the administration of schools housed 

therein to move in particular directions or suggest particular choices that may be 

advantageous to them locally.  None of these factors can be ignored; they may even 

contribute to some tension between the local and the global (the success of a school 

within its institution and the dynamics of librarianship at large).  The tension is not 

directly addressed here.  Attention is, rather, on the particular characteristics, 

requirements, and potentialities of education for librarianship.  More particularly, this 

paper represents an effort at consolidating some essential issues pertinent to education for 

librarianship, with an eye to the practical task of accrediting master’s programs.  

Disclaimer: The ideas, opinions, and suggestions presented here are solely those of 

the author; they are not necessarily those of any institution or organization. 

Without avoiding the complicating factors—potentially shifting local university 

priorities, requirements to attract external funding, a changing but vibrant information 

technology landscape, political uncertainty regarding public and private institutional and 

informational futures—immediate attention must be paid to the future of education for 

librarianship.  There are certainly enough issues that have relevance for accreditation to 
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occupy us for some time; that this event is the second large-scale forum in which 

practicing professionals and educators are participating is a strong indication that 

accreditation matters.  The profession—librarianship (as it is reflected in the contents of 

conference programs, the professional literature, and discourse in general)—is obviously 

not static.  There are applications of technology in efforts to expand reference and other 

services; there is the adoption of new products to enable communities to have access to 

materials; and there are alterations to the traditional organizational structures as means to 

be more responsive to communities’ needs.  A legitimate question to ask is whether the 

profession is ahead of education with regard to organizational, services, access, and other 

matters.  Equally legitimate to ask is whether education is ahead of the profession in 

those theoretical matters that can make a difference in the future.  If there is a gap 

between the profession and education (in either direction), it is the responsibility of all of 

librarianship to locate it and narrow it as much as we can. 

Education for any profession centers on curricular issues.  Andrew Abbott (e.g., in 

his The System of Professions: An Essay on the Division of Expert Labor (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1988)), among others, insists that a mature profession 

identifies a core body of knowledge and integrates that body of knowledge into the 

curriculum.  The claim relates to an analysis of inquiry into librarianship by Michael 

Harris several years ago ; Harris attempted to diagnose the problem of inquiry and to 

propose a remedy.  There are some things we all can draw from as we anticipate potential 

changes to the Standards for Accreditation.  He stated that a common theme in critiques 

is that there is too little research, that the research is limited methodologically, and the 

communication of research results does not connect those results with practice.  He 
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further stated that the critiques are not incorrect, but that they mask the true nature of the 

problem, which is a fundamental conceptual misconstrual of praxis.  Harris’s solution 

includes the development of a reflective profession, one that recognizes necessary 

relationships between serious inquiry and the daily actions of professions.  In a similar 

vein, today some critiques claim to focus on limitations, such as that a core body of 

knowledge has not been identified.  Some subvert the critique to extend it; a core 

curriculum cannot be identified, so a common curriculum is moot.  As all in librarianship 

ponder the future of accreditation, it is evident that critics hit upon indisputable 

revelations—educators should be able to identify researchable questions that are unique 

to librarianship, and educators, in concert with practicing professionals, should be able to 

communicate the common body of knowledge through the curriculum.  Neither of these 

realizations is a constraint; the profession is rich enough to be a house of many mansions. 

Given what can be learned from the critics, any potential masking of genuine 

issues by too much attention to symptoms or superficial conditions can be identified and 

resisted.  In other words, if educational program are to be accredited according to a 

common set of standards, then the most fundamental knowledge, skills, and values (I owe 

a debt to my colleague, Doug Raber, for the conciseness of this set of fundamentals) of 

the profession must be integral to the standards.  The essential elements cannot be 

obscured by tangential aspects.  Such a diagnosis is relatively simply put; it is the 

identification and acceptance of the knowledge, skills, and values that are constitutive of 

librarianship that is the sticking point.  The key elements will discussed below, but first 

the constitutive nature of the elements can be explored.  First of all, a claim that there are 

some elements/characteristics/components that do constitute professional identity, 
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epistemology, values, and praxis is a strong one.  It amounts to saying that there is the 

analogue of a complex molecular structure of librarianship, that the profession is 

something like a compound that is comprised of a very specific structure.  Librarianship, 

then, can be distinguished from other professions and disciplines.  A profession has a set 

of knowledge, skills, and values that are not to be found in the specific combination in 

any other profession; such a combination constitutes librarianship. 

It is at this juncture that specific suggestions are proffered.  When it comes to the 

profession of librarianship, the epistemological foundations are several:  

 
Ø organization of information based on formal, descriptive taxonomies;  

Ø services based on the cognitive and social (material and subjective) aspects of 

inquirers;  

Ø access to information for particular communities that have particular linguistic, 

cultural, educational, political, religious, and social characteristics;  

Ø management of complex organizations that exist to serve communities by means 

of the first three foundations; and  

Ø ethics of professional praxis, encompassing a set of liberties and responsibilities.   

 
It is certainly possible that other individuals might identify additional foundations, but I 

maintain (both for argument’s sake and because I believe it) that the above are essential.  

Every librarian must know the fundamentals of organization and its descriptive and 

categorical components.  This requirement should not be construed as a fixation on things 

like arcane measurements of physical items or uncritical attachment of subject headings.  

The taxonomies we construct (and many are constructed by librarians) have two-part 
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cornerstones—descriptions of things as they are (the most basic characteristics of things), 

and the ways people conceive of things (including ideas).  This kind of organization is a 

practical-epistemological exercise; it is aimed at applying knowledge about things so that 

others can locate the things.  The exercise, then, achieves the end of distinguishing 

among different things while connecting similar things. 

The other foundations are likewise based on knowledge—knowledge of the ways 

people frame questions, of the cognitive reality that most people are seeking what they 

know little about, of the possibilities for answers to questions, of enhancing people’s 

abilities to build upon their awareness, of the importance of differences (as well as 

commonalities), of people who speak different languages or observe different customs.  

The foundations of knowledge extend to the potentialities of particular human 

organizations—professionals in whom the epistemological foundation inhere, and whose 

purpose is to enable people to achieve their goals relating to reading, learning, exploring, 

and discovering (alone or in concert with others).  The ethical element might best be 

called meta-foundational.  The ethical knowledge includes reasoned defense of liberties, 

understanding of the public good and how to preserve and improve it, commitment to 

truth, and rational action that places the needs of others in the fore.  There are professions 

that share some (or some parts) of these foundations, but, as was mentioned earlier, the 

combination is unique.  Moreover, such epistemological foundations lead directly to 

action; these are not abstractions.  Action is a hallmark of professions, but action must 

have purpose and direction.  Standards are necessarily based on purpose and direction, 

and on the particular means by which educational programs foster, extend, and contribute 

to the development of them.  The responsibility of, and the challenge to, educational 
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programs is to imbue in every student the epistemological foundations along with the 

concomitant imperative of action.  The responsibility, though, is peculiar to a set of 

epistemological foundations; the foundations must be integral in curricula.  If there is 

agreement on the foundations, many problems melt away. 

The if in the preceding sentence looms large; much depends on an affirmation.  

As the profession contemplates its future and strives to realize it, this kind of “if” has to 

be addressed.  Someone may dispute the aforementioned foundations; the dispute should 

be governed by reason accompanied by open and ethical discourse.  It seems as though 

there have been numerous beginnings to conversations on education for librarianship; this 

paper is intended not as a beginning, but as a middle.  It begs responses, agreement, and 

disagreement.  There are some premises that I argue should all accept, though: the 

profession has epistemological foundations upon which action is based (or else there is 

no profession); librarians are actors in the sense that they accept the responsibilities 

stemming from the epistemological foundations (or else librarians are not professionals); 

education for the profession adheres to the foundations (or else, de facto, there are no 

standards).   

To conclude, a recent article by Sean Patrick Knowlton and Becky Imamoto 

(“Recruiting Non-MLIS Graduate Students to Academic Librarianship,” College & 

Research Libraries 67 (November 2006): 561-70) stated that academic libraries are 

experiencing difficulties attracting qualified applicants for available positions.  The 

response they advocate is recruitment from other advanced degree programs and 

providing internships and mentoring.  In short, some on the profession are by-passing 

educational programs for a complicated set of reasons.  A profession with no professional 
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education?  Is that the best way to ensure that the knowledge, skills, and values of 

librarianship persist and grow?  ALA President Leslie Burger calls for “an action plan for 

reforming library education” (Library Journal, 11/1/2006).  Action depends upon ideas 

and vision.  This paper presents one set of suggestions to move revision the Standards for 

Accreditation forward.  All in the profession can now damn the obfuscation and get to the 

heart of the matter—insisting that education by a component of the profession and 

approach any challenges surrounding education as a profession. 

 


